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SINCERE COMMUNITY  

OPEN ACCESS JOURNAL  
 
SERIAL TITLE: Issue 1 September 2022 Introduction  

 

The brand community “Open Access Journal”, means non-subscription 
content via affiliation to The Open University (Open Research Online), 
and The British Psychological Society to represent the Creative 
Commons nature of free online product credentials, as a source of 
reliable unrestricted reasonable info in an adult learning experience for 
arts and therapy that made good use. 
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VIA THE PDF VIEWER PROSPECTS CAN ENGAGE WITH THE FOUNDER 
AND DIRECTORS PUBLISHING AND LIVE OPEN ACCESS JOURNAL AT 
YOUTUBE. 
 
 
Follow the livestreams & prerecorded live-showcases 
 
Personal stories via YouTube playlist about adult learning as the 
experiences journey develops through all the course work of academic 
engagements in research studies for synopsis. 
 

Psychology is a valuable subject featured in the journal resources for 
anyone interested in the study topic, whether a prospect is a student or a 
professional plus a layman looking for insights there’s reliable information 
and in the addition of a Note on the Supplementary, DOI’s and the Creative 
Commons licensed, as Research Interests Statements are also relevant, 
and Figures & Citations for the new branded watermark images created by 
the author and associate editor of the independent mixed media and 
mixed methods publishing company. In distributions and the online RSS 
Podcast, and social media networking at the organisation's website. 

 

https://sincerecommunity.org  

 

Nonrequired instructional tool for materials included in the online 
publishing project for my academic year in defining formal terms and 
questioning the answers definitions for a sense of understanding of the 
relevant principles of the information regarding definitions formal terms 
and questioning the senseless of any victims. Are borders still horribly 
understating and or designing new patterns of what is most important? 
The clues and miracles across axed and who lacked in justice, strength and 
temperance are fervidly born among wolves perhaps, and believers not 
otherwise persevering democracy for the right reasons of frustration. If 
ignorance is disloyal to objectivity how can we be subjective about 

https://sincerecommunity.org/
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emotional, mental and physical abuse fairly if an interesting way to find 
fault is abandonments that don't notice rights as moot reviles legalities of 
care for unfair, that pass blame about others that were aware in what 
seems like an unreasonable expectation.  

 

Hi, I am a British Psychological Society SGIP (Associate & Student) DCoP 
(General without GBC) | Open MSc/BSc Faculty Member of Addictions at 
British Psychological Society for my affiliation to The Open University.  

 

I just had a ResearchGate Achievement 
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Frank-
Kembery/achievement/63008039fa376a6db9916b7b  

 

Personal Statement  

Psychology, Philosophy and Linguistics (Biology) 

 

First I would like to share my interests in studying the cell nerves and 
brain chemistry of biology and exploring the mind's conceptual analysis 
via mental experiments, speculation and or areas 
of scientific methods regarding behaviour and speech relating to 
addictions and diseases. 

 

My philosophy on life and the psychology of that plus the use and 
importance of linguistics is direct and brief about how we should live 
whilst one's ability can engage fully. As a society, we should always give 
others that same privilege because we are all entitled to that. We should 
be lenient towards the studies of people's illnesses and their treatments of 
that. Decision-making for the whole part of life is of everyone's daily 
choices, remember we all make bad decisions now and then to be fair.   
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Discover what you want with your life, as long as it brings you happiness 
and peace plus causes no harm or destruction to others.  

My current scope aims to combine a range of values and beliefs that want 
to share the principles of societal moral truth via communication and 
understanding. To guide you towards betterment and the options on 
recovery through the right decision-making plus problem-solving life 
skills that provide self-empowerment and create the necessary actions 
required in essential everyday living. A personal statement that is 
shared identifies what's needed to give more freedom to you from the 
likes of chance and what's not the change that holds your life back from 
being lived to fulfilment.  

 

Check out a few of my OU personal links to help you quickly understand 
exactly what I have been up to since 2011. You might be amazed to know 
that I am a protocol detox therapist involved in the arts and humanities.  

 

• C-Level at Self-Employed Individual  
• C-Level, executive stakeholder, brand proprietor and performing 

artist at Sincere Outreach Prospects & Neutrality  
• C-Level, executive stakeholder, brand proprietor and performing 

artist at Sincere Community Assets & Liabilities  
• C-Level, executive stakeholder, brand proprietor and performing 

artist at Sincere Artists Collective Values & Principles  
• Former Acu-Detox Practitioner at Developing Health & 

Independence - DH  
• Studied Acu-Detox Protocol Addictions & Diseases at Barton Hill 

Settlement  
• Writer & Philosopher at Mentor & Coach  
• Astrobiologist & Chemist at Brand Astronomy, Biology & Chemistry 

Blogger  
• Behavioural Therapist at Protocol Brand Detox & Speech Therapy  
• Speech/Language Therapist at Speech Therapy Protocol Brand 

Detox  

https://www.facebook.com/SincereOutreach/
https://www.facebook.com/SincereCommunity/
https://www.facebook.com/sincereartistscollective/
https://www.facebook.com/DevelopingHealthIndependence/
https://www.facebook.com/DevelopingHealthIndependence/
https://www.facebook.com/BartonHillSettlement/
https://www.facebook.com/BartonHillSettlement/
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The preceptors and receptors 

SINCERE S.M.A.R.T. model aspects for prospects' role and status 

 

The cell biology and survival of that is a condition within the construct 
that has a function and structure made of cells.  

Managing the self with the relevant mind tools so your mentality is 
equipped to cope is paramount. Victims of blame and the lies of it plus the 
contradictions that arise from the fallacy of control are the key to social 
health developments of independence through the life stages.  

 

The neglect and abuse of confidence and self-esteem is the mental process 
of encountering self-endangerment issues that are distressing. 

Its repetitive rule-bound individuals obsess on situations from the likes of 
developed interactions that have formed dependence and compulsion. 

 

You are made of a system of processes that feeds on every exchange of 
itself as yeast feeds on sugar. 

 

I am a British Psychological Society Member and Subscriber. As an Arts & 
Detox Therapist, Support Worker, Student, Member, Independent 
Practitioner, and Tertiary Sector Entrepreneur of Global & Social Health 
Sciences Studies. Faculty for People with Intellectual Disabilities 
(Associate) British Psychological Society, Special Group for Independent 
Practitioners - SGIP (Affiliate) British Psychological Society, Faculty of 
Addictions (Associate) British Psychological Society, Social Psychology 
Section (Student) British Psychological Society, Political Psychology 
Section (Student) British Psychological Society, Community Psychology 
Section (Student) British Psychological Society, & Psychology of Education 
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Section (Student) Student Membership British Psychological Society plus 
the Division of Counselling Psychology - DCoP (General without GBC) 
British Psychological Society. Distance learning studies with Bath College 
at the moment for, NCFE CACHE Level 2 Certificate in Understanding 
Mental Health First Aid and Mental Health Advocacy in the Workplace. 
Acupuncturist and acupressure protocol detox therapist, Level 2 Support 
Worker progressing in continuing professional development throughout 
Level 3.  

 

If any of you want to engage with the academic research of my faculty 
aspect in detox therapy and adult learning arts, humanities and social 
sciences dialogic lab programme as a medical student, then contact me via 
zv580687@ou.ac.uk  

 

The impact of “Art” on life is the positive contribution toward personal 
growth. The awakening, and stimulation of your mind and body’s senses 
in the creative human activity of self-expression. All that exists is personal 
growth that allows itself to develop into the daily life habits of health and 
happiness, okay? Brand Founder, Commis Chef, FASS Undergraduate, 
Medical Student, Protocol Detoxification Therapist, Nutritionist, 
Community Vegetarian, Sincere Vivant, Curator & Host, Training In EQF 
Level 5 Diploma, Fitness Coach & Weight Loss Mentor.My organisation at 
#medall  

 

https://share.medall.org/organisations/sincere-products-services-ltd  

 

I can now invite new members to participate in healthcare training from 
videos I create here online as media events with added catch-up content 
for members-only to access. I can increase my team brand community 
engagements with feedback forms and include assistants and apprentices. 
I can also provide on-demand content and help participants in the 
progress of their social engagements with the contributions of 

https://share.medall.org/organisations/sincere-products-services-ltd
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certifications as well. I will want to take some more time with this venture 
and have local, regional, and national peers as special guests plus integrate 
my ResearchGate published articles on research projects with my RSS.com 
international network, and my own branded style of curated Creative 
Commons courses for the learning activities of therapeutic purposes of 
The Open University, OpenLearn Create, which is an innovative open 
access educational platform with leading individuals and organisations 
publishing their open content, and open courses and open resources. The 
platform is “Moodle” based, and it offers tools to help everyone 
collaborate, and reuse content plus remix versions to share as a free 
learning experience. 

 

Studying, Assessing Contemporary Science, at The Open University 
OpenLearn. For discussion purposes with insights focused on education, 
health and work my introduction to contemporary sciences in contrast 
were educationally influenced when I began to take up an active interest 
in the 1980s through the likes of innovations. Then on in teaching and 
learning. But, most of this came to fruition via GCSE theory and practice, as 
a learner my parent encouraged this interest and assisted my interest in 
the community and society plus the culture I was growing up in. Through 
participation in work experience and part-time work before I left school. I 
was involved in health and hygiene sciences through hospitality and 
catering plus administration. My expectations developed and I found 
myself engaging in more technology and psychology plus sociology and 
mathematics. According to my tutors, my amateur astronomy had a good 
example of interest and my religion, and metaphysics produced an 
implicitly political autonomy of self-law. From arts and entertainment to 
philosophy my interests and accounts of reality and knowledge made for a 
factual interpretation of my life's information on all that becomes 
conducive to my empathy and understanding. But, in the past, my context 
lacked some compassion. I'm rational and need logical relief to be effective 
reasoning behind the scenes of which my cathartics became the outcome 
of my happening. As I am studying for the “Objective structured clinical 
examination” while I await my investment savings return payment for my 
edX audit and an accredited diploma certificate, I also have my “Single 
Best Answer” studies in learning skills development. 
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I am engaging in my ExpertTrack introductory coursework at 
FutureLearn, Week 1: Sensation, perception and the visual and auditory 
system. As the person of significant control and chief administrative 
officer of the SINCERE COMMUNITY organisation. I am focusing more on 
my education this year for 2022 as well as my health and work by leading 
a new direct marketing strategies campaign. I’m endeavouring to lead my 
unincorporated association team in showcasing a planned cultural event 
offering prospective investors a pilot project investments savings 
programme through sponsorship and partnership locally in Bath and 
North East Somerset England. Any questions about microbes, 
microbiology, addiction, diseases, genome, cell biology, neurology, 
dementia, dyslexia, ageing, nutrition, exercise, meditation, policy, human 
rights law, social care, social work, politics and economics just ask. I have a 
profile at this organisation as a detoxification therapist, which is shared 
with Mind the Bleep, Quesmed and the European Society of Intensive Care 
Medicine (ESICM) plus the Bristol group of Doctors & Scrubs in Bristol 
P2P Teaching achievements for my ePortfolio in OSCE & SBA knowledge 
based distance learning before I aim to finish up my synopsis with 2 years 
work placement training experience, that’s a lot more advanced than 
being a voluntary community detox therapist and LEVEL 2 support 
worker. I can publish my research articles and Creative Commons-created 
courses that are free to interested students that I tutor through The Open 
University and ResearchGate here. Participants can be anonymised and 
the research articles I publish will be peer-reviewed by Senior Doctors 
and Junior Doctors, too.  

 

“From certificates to conferences. Learn more about how Medill can bring 
your community together by hosting interactive events. …”  

 

Healthcare training for everyone.Live and on-demand healthcare courses, 
conferences, workshops, webinars and sessions. Everything you need to 
host live and hybrid events with our all-in-one platform.  
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MedAll — Healthcare training for everyone. 

 

As a detox therapist that has a protocol speciality training qualification 
with experience, I want to become an advanced practitioner. So, for an 
overview of my role and my academic progress, with the addition of this 
advanced part to my Open Master’s route and my “MOOC” portfolio, but 
lacking funding as a bursary is not available and grants are hard to come 
by plus not relevant at the moment until 2 years from now when I will be 
able to gain access to 2 years minimum wage part-time work experience 
as a SCRUB and MEDICAL SHADOWING before I can partake in my ST 1 
exam. Speciality Training is a non-training role, whereby the senior doctor 
(GP) and junior doctors with at least a few years of postgraduate training, 
in a relevant speciality by 2 or more. Like SAS doctors there’s more 
focalisation on meeting the requirements of the NHS service, comparing 
trainees and or consultant roles to contrastive similarities is bad as I have 
not been training academically for 5 years at University as a General 
Practitioner, which is a professional development that would work in the 
NHS as a specialist. Ultimately, this is a goal of mine to add the part to my 
Open Master's degree and hopefully sit my ST 1 exam by the time I am 50 
years old. Medical speciality training | Health Careers  

 

https://www.healthcareers.nhs.uk/explore-roles/doctors/training-
doctor/medical-specialty-training?fbclid=IwAR2MJsfZE-
AOuaY_EIU1meU0IY74yWHszn7lcNP5xBTOaK1E5q7ux-
pOGwc&fs=e&s=cl 

 

My univocal challenge is the social orbit that's jest and justice, of being a 
true judge and doing my real job, for myself and the genuine historical 
examples making what becomes the experiences to the hometown spot 
crunch. A character diary of style, they've heard of and read about but not 
those of that are the never way to keep it, sorta why I'm purely motivated 
and eagerly straightforward in my thinking, to do what is right by the 

https://www.healthcareers.nhs.uk/explore-roles/doctors/training-doctor/medical-specialty-training?fbclid=IwAR2MJsfZE-AOuaY_EIU1meU0IY74yWHszn7lcNP5xBTOaK1E5q7ux-pOGwc&fs=e&s=cl
https://www.healthcareers.nhs.uk/explore-roles/doctors/training-doctor/medical-specialty-training?fbclid=IwAR2MJsfZE-AOuaY_EIU1meU0IY74yWHszn7lcNP5xBTOaK1E5q7ux-pOGwc&fs=e&s=cl
https://www.healthcareers.nhs.uk/explore-roles/doctors/training-doctor/medical-specialty-training?fbclid=IwAR2MJsfZE-AOuaY_EIU1meU0IY74yWHszn7lcNP5xBTOaK1E5q7ux-pOGwc&fs=e&s=cl
https://www.healthcareers.nhs.uk/explore-roles/doctors/training-doctor/medical-specialty-training?fbclid=IwAR2MJsfZE-AOuaY_EIU1meU0IY74yWHszn7lcNP5xBTOaK1E5q7ux-pOGwc&fs=e&s=cl
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world that's peeping out word lifetimes shared. This way I commit to 
presenting a record of definitions via online media posts and events while 
repping my ends.  

 

Reporting measures and giving insight that's of the, here and now, to 
received like the cap-n-church.The shifting products of nature to my urban 
and rural developments.Inasmuch reference as a warning and its daily 
wastefulness like carrots. Somewhat old and new that see something 
that's heard, the creative and interesting, minds at work and in playful 
rest.All wielding on passing messages and making on the listless feels of 
favoured thoughts. It's the anything that's observed substance that'll 
answer the findings, the run-up and run-down right around local stagnant 
possibilities. 

 

Also studying as an Agent for Change, I have engaged in formal NORDOFF 
ROBBINS music therapy plus a formal understanding of poetry and 
literature.  

 

I was born in Bath back in June 1976. I grew up as a baby in Widcombe 
near Archway Street and when I was an infant my Mum divorced my Dad 
and we moved to Twerton. My senior education was spent at Beechen Cliff 
and Ralph Allen School. I trained in catering and hospitality in 1990 and 
worked up until I was about 28 years old. I have been a postman at Bath 
Royal Mail back in 97-98. Been to Bath College lots of times and done all 
sorts of other training plus even studied at the Open University here in 
Bath back in 2004. I have also worked for a Bath charity called DHI - 
Developing Health and Independence. Had several bands since I left school 
in 1992 and I even worked for a recording studio before I left school as 
part of my work experience and during the Summer holidays sometimes. I 
have been a resident DJ in Bath since 1997 and used to play regularly at a 
lot of clubs and pubs in Bath. I now own and founded my indie web label 
which is a media publishing organisation registered with Phonographic 
Performance Limited U.K. I have been homeless a few times since I was 21 
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years old and although I love Bath with all my heart. I have wanted to 
move out of my hometown and live in London or Bristol before. Still here 
though and going nowhere but here for now.  

 

My private limited company is a small enterprise organisation of 
investable equity, each artist and performer of the IPSO stands to promote 
arts, humanities and social sciences through publicising independent adult 
learning to benefit the community, while offering the idea of arts and 
therapy projects in the brand programme social kick-starters and cultural 
technical initiatives the investment savings impact of up to £400 shares 
for an annual publishing venture along with the network averages of +1K 
a month, as online media rights from online media events are as profitable 
shares are in investment returns nowadays, all this is available as an 
entrepreneurial business opportunity at my local, regional and national 
SME SIC. 

 

https://sincerecommunity.org 

 

I recently gained my Level 2 MHFA CACHE Alumni certification for all 3 
units and engaging in a confirmed Level 2 Counselling course to 
accompany this qualification.  

 

This is the raw digital data stream for the primary account of my 
initiative's marketing e-commerce webinars. I will be hosting the 
webcasting service for my team's brand association and agency structure. 
Providing practical ideas on trends to inspire that report reviews and 
share engagements within the parts of our statements reach to help 
explain info for prospective users views via live audio video presentation 
material. It showcases the company's missions and message since its 
inception to deliver different types of related classes of events. The 
business identity content is a philosophical point of detail that is 
personally important to all executive churn stakes representing the 

https://sincerecommunity.org/
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Sincere Community. As Chief Executive of arts, humanities and social 
sciences at the adult learning organisation, I will be acting as the platform 
representative that will share my formal and accredited academic 
progress plus associate tutoring skills, coaching and mentorship program 
projects to help prospects, customers, members and subscribers in their 
continuing professional development.  

 

We’re entertainment among the keep of recreation renewing again and 
again in making what revitalisation across the hold of interests, attention, 
and recognition we can make become our dreams hopes and wishes come 
true.  

 

As cultural heritage and assets are novel and intangible values and 
principles of long-term commitments and dedicated resources with a 
physical business presence and reputation for giving back more than we 
take in issues, while inclusion and success are benefits consistently hard 
to measure at times in a culture solely attributed to process technical 
improvements through community morale, founding directions of the 
original programme projects in the Tertiary sector of products and 
services are civically critical and independent groundworks in 
entertainment among the keep of recreation and fantasy that renews the 
dream again and again in making progress towards revitalisation across 
the hold of interests, attention, and recognition required for the standard 
of our sorta company business we’re being in the foundation of the 
directorships management and assistances as Sincere Individuals & 
Unincorporated Association, Sincere Products & Services Ltd, Sincere 
Community Productive Learning & Growth, Sincere Community Mixed-
Media Publishing & Distributions Organisation. An exploratory exchange 
of SME SIC developmental BEN COMM planning CMO CC CPD NEC and 
engaging CHPP work experience PMO VUISE student membership IPSO.  

 

Emerging independent cultural technical mixed-media, publishing 
programme with digital creators. Downloadable content, and event 
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services projects in arts, humanities, and social sciences. Social discourse 
networking that’s of caring motivation. Amazing Radio, iHeart Radio, 
Internet Radio public relations, DistroKid, RSS podcast, and Amazon KDP 
for branded groups of collective prospects, subscribers, and members 
following us. 

 

This brand of community service is for business productivity, and our 
page was created to unite the multiple purposes of the prospects, 
subscribers and members of the community as intangible values of our 
independence in the collective management organisation of our 
publishing and distributions. This page and others throughout several 
internet platforms and all social media networking-related assets 
represent more than our beginning, we have been a not-for-profit free 
promo service that was not monetised nor licensed and provided an 
unincorporated association of mixed-media publishing, and we have been 
prerecorded and live in both old and new ways while involved in 
performing arts. We have been giving insights into how to develop a small 
to medium enterprise company like ours and make business 
improvements along the way. As a self-sustainable business, we also 
represented in reaches and impressions of our adult contemporary 
originality via the creative human activity that founded this brand 
initiative Kickstarter project purposed in our programme with the intent 
of not becoming portfolios. 

 

SINCERE COMMUNITY, the organisation is an adult learning arts therapy 
products and services independent mixed-media publishing company. We 
are local, regional, and national world arts, humanities, and social sciences 
aspiring to democratise innovative digital marketing through skills and 
strategies. The SIC SME is working to establish a cultural technical BEN 
COMM for the discourse of CC IPSO VUISE agilities.  
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Previously independence led to the publishing of our public access online 
media events that are centred on an adult learning experience and our 
digital creators based in Bath and North East Somerset, England.  

 

Our company business model has a programme for art therapy projects 
within personal journals and community workshops. We can apply for 
grant funding, but we haven’t. All mixed media we create is designed to 
niche an eclectic minority of adults, not kids that have spent decades 
growing up as an audience exposed to the modern movements of world 
music, arts and culture. Directorship from the founder is as curative as the 
host suggests, and the aim is in parenting that should direct the execution 
of children's online activities and use parental control tools to make an 
appropriate online environment. A lot of our ideas, themes and attitudes 
are explicit content. To help regulate the focus of this information the 
company openly admires privacy issues and not a lot of profiteering. 

 

We have a social responsibility to advocate philanthropy and voluntary 
efforts. Our primary business team brand and other related assets can 
benefit all prospects of a creative economy that is a sincere society while 
boosting social trends and brands. We are a private limited service with a 
creative arts and entertainment recreation framework, protocol detox 
therapies, spoken word poetry and writing authorings, activism, 
philosophy, integrated sciences, psychology and support coaching, 
bloggers, vloggers, webcasting mentorships, bespoke publishing and 
distributions conferencing discussions, topics, business startups, direct 
marketing and book-keeping recommendations for consultation and 
advice. 

 

All the ideas, attitudes, and themes behind making a unique statement in a 
performing arts artistic medium, with all the materials which are used, 
tending towards beauty or ugliness in life through art is art life. The 
artistic struggles of life as artists have already been portrayed by the life of 
artists, accounting for artists, and relationships with others. On the more 
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monetary side of making a living from art too. Finding deeper meaning in 
popular art culture and general artsy audio visuals of days gone by. Plus 
the state of the world today for performers is in the interests of an art 
world audience. The internet life of artists is every artist's greatest 
achievement in the modern world's digital performing arts archive today 
and tomorrow. 

 

Morality is an afflicted with extra-economic differences of indifference and 
dispossessed by historical regimes of food, fucking and fighting for more 
or less the same thing with and without a legal basis while some sort of 
racial subjectivity identifies with what seems like objective facts about 
sovereignty attempting to be consistent with liberty and situations 
inconsistencies. Neutrality disrupts as pales of outcomes that go beyond 
remains the chaos of disobedience and its disrespect which is 
disenfranchising plus demoralising due to being marginalised by those 
discomfiting lot among what is disinheriting. The abnormal is fundamental 
to the norm and although it is unnatural to be plagued by real-world 
concepts and illusions, the power jokes and power games continue to 
leave peeps' minds scammed, and deliriums idiots are over-confident for 
the money and love as they chance history all over again. It is the weakest 
of the brave that are deliberately neglected for the sake of abuse and the 
actors were given to emotions so much they like to hide their true feelings 
at times unless in the same company of race, gender and class that have 
subjugated race, gender and class with more than just negative regard like 
bullies and liars. If the policy of insurance when commissioning practical 
and impractical trends that make life more constitutionally correct and 
incorrect in the impoverished vulnerabilities of the more noticeably 
important rules that are rigged to fail and improved laws full of 
misconduct double standards cover the expense and expense of incomes 
disparities and taxes participating in measures of health, education and 
work can matter more than being illegally irresponsible by putting 
behaviour and speech at a disadvantage for the challenge of punishment 
that is not only possible but probable in the first place like any rage is for 
instance, formally or informally in first second and third person acts of 
imperative mood and deviance. The transformative that deform hatred are 
impactful fears and all unreasonable bleeding hearts that are ideologies of 
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any mainstream product services will negotiate internalised and 
externalised liberalism, conservatism, libertarianism and populism of a 
serious society and the fringe of that, too that is the injustices of fallacy 
and the triumphs of logic against the wrong arguments. Perceptions that 
are thoughtfully ungrateful in the most basic human instincts of thinking 
take thoughts for granted as much as some do in their actions and beliefs. 

 

Why deform a word you hate to make it transformative? Because 
synonyms and antonyms can create the wrong impression either way and 
they alter the state of meaning to distort words or phrases that have much 
in common with the use of their intended definition, it also causes it to 
have an unnatural result if misunderstood so that the word or phrase 
hasn't changed its meaning when it is attempting to. Changing the form of 
an expression that is a statement is a convenient way to flip a meaning's 
definition to emphasise defining certain transformations of sets of words 
be they slang words or associated with criminality. Trends in vocabulary 
are conventional and unconventional when they take the condition of the 
term and transform it by deforming it so it can be used in a positive way 
instead of a negative one. For how a word sounds for instance in a 
contemporary education that is street wise the entrapment of feelings due 
to how it sounds is off-putting as you identify the spoken words with self-
imposed alienation, ETC. by stress alone, one can reshape the meaning of a 
word or phrase they dislike to become misshapen because something you 
have learned to be unpleasant is something not ignore but be cautious of, 
ignorance of the superficial is of an intelligence model that designs the 
protest example as a reverse rearrangement of injustice for the sake of 
protagonist. 

 

My spot has a seriously critical situation right at the moment that needs to 
decrease properly instead of improperly. 

 

The incumbent vs incentive plus any corruption of either vice-versa leaves 
me to think upon the usual input of every target source that's 
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incomparable flags, as ever, of allowed to work with plus an emergent 
physical condition that's seriously deformed language from the get-go. 

 

Politics and law are what such serious errors are used for but when 
inactive their system fails.  

 

Why deform a word you hate to make it transformative? Because 
synonyms and antonyms can create the wrong impression either way and 
they alter the state of meaning to distort words or phrases that have much 
in common with the use of their intended definition, it also causes it to 
have an unnatural result if misunderstood so that the word or phrase 
hasn't changed its meaning when it is attempting to. Changing the form of 
an expression that is a statement is a convenient way to flip a meaning's 
definition to emphasise defining certain transformations of sets of words 
be they slang words or associated with criminality. Trends in vocabulary 
are conventional and unconventional when they take the condition of the 
term and transform it by deforming it so it can be used in a positive way 
instead of a negative one. For how a word sounds for instance in a 
contemporary education that is street wise the entrapment of feelings due 
to how it sounds is off-putting as you identify the spoken words with self-
imposed alienation, ETC. by stress alone, one can reshape the meaning of a 
word or phrase they dislike to become misshapen because something you 
have learned to be unpleasant is something not ignore but be cautious of, 
ignorance of the superficial is of an intelligence model that designs the 
protest example as a reverse rearrangement of injustice for the sake of 
protagonist.  

 

My reflections on the science of sleep are in key terms for the definitions 
of mind and body wellness I take seriously at home in my immediate 
community and the societal plus individual levels of roles and statuses. In 
wanting to sleep well and gain better sleep for overall lumber and polar 
aortic valvular regulations against the harmful consequences of trauma 
from the sleepless nights of having to fight fatigue throughout the day, and 
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being prone to irritability and the inability to concentrate on daily tasks. I 
want to benefit from the participation to contribute to regulated proteins 
and protection for a greater understanding of the nature, impact and 
therapeutic purpose of controlling the activities of the relationships.  

 

Join my "DRUG USE AND HARM REDUCTION" class on Quizlet 

https://quizlet.com/join/peKqMecJe?i=4fym5c&x=1tqY 
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